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Alm Desk 4th Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Sleek and clean graphical interface The application doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a really clean and intuitive graphical interface with many nice tools at hand. Manage
laundry activities All that you need to do in order to manage laundry activities is simply to click on graphic images inside the application, they represent the procedures for items reception and restitution. The operative procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It lets you manage all sort of operations, including those for accepting or returning garments, modify an existing price list and create new entries for clients.
More features and tools It comes with an extensive settings menu that allows you to adjust references for various sections inside the application. You can pick from multiple languages, choose the default printer and working days to return. You can also adjust some preferences for process and fiscal receipts. The application allows you to export laundry events in text mode,.csv format (immediately usable by Microsoft Excel or Sun OpenOffice) or in.hst
(AlmDesk property format). All in all, Alm Desk 4th Edition is a very nice application that allows to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Publisher's Description Alm Desk (2nd Edition) is a software solution designed to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Sleek and clean graphical interface. The application
doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. The application features a very intuitive graphical interface with many nice tools at hand. Manage laundry activities. All that you need to do in order to manage laundry activities is simply to click on graphic images inside the application, they represent the procedures for items reception and restitution. The operative
procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It lets you manage all sort of operations, including those for accepting or returning garments, modify an existing price list and create new entries for clients. More features and tools. It comes with an extensive settings menu that allows you to adjust references for various sections inside the application. You can pick from multiple languages, choose the default printer and
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Alm Desk 4th Edition Crack For Windows is a software solution designed to enable you to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. It also offers to manage pets (dogs, cats, birds, reptiles and fish) provided that you have chosen the right network to adapt your system. Of course, this kind of application can help you to have all the necessary information to answer the questions that you could
have once you are confronted with an unforeseen problem. Alm Desk 4th Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Manage laundry activities The application has an elegant and clean graphical interface, which doesn't take long to install. You just need to follow a couple of steps, which are fully explained during the setup process. The
application allows you to manage clients and set money as a limit for expenses. The operative procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It lets you manage all sort of operations, including those for accepting or returning garments, modify an existing price list and create new entries for clients. All in all, Alm Desk 4th Edition is a very nice application that allows to manage laundry activities, including items reception
and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. There is no manual compilation of receipts, only properties and processes The operative procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It allows you to manage all sort of operations, including those for accepting or returning garments, modify an existing price list and create new entries for clients. Alm Desk 4th Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to
manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Manage laundry activities All that you need to do in order to manage laundry activities is simply to click on graphic images inside the application, they represent the procedures for items reception and restitution. The operative procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It lets you manage all sort of operations,
including those for accepting or returning garments, modify an existing price list and create new entries for clients. More features and tools It comes with an extensive settings menu that allows you to adjust references for various sections inside the application. You can pick from multiple languages, choose the default printer and working days to return. You can also adjust some preferences for process and fiscal receipts. The application allows you to export
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Alm Desk 4th Edition is a very powerful and sophisticated piece of software solution designed to enable you to handle your client transactions, produce better account statements, optimize your inventory, manage clients and more. Sleek and clean graphical interface The application doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a really clean and intuitive
graphical interface with many nice tools at hand. Alm Desk 4th Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to manage your clients transactions, produce better account statements, optimize your inventory, manage clients and more. Manage clients transactions All that you need to do in order to manage your clients transactions is simply to click on graphic images inside the application, they represent the actions you need to perform, for instance to
transfer funds, authorize or reject a credit to your own accounts or to manage your own invoices. The operative procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It lets you manage all sort of actions, including those for transferring funds, authorizing or rejecting credits to your own account, modify an existing price list or create new entries for clients. More tools and features Alm Desk 4th Edition is a very nice application
that allows you to manage your clients transactions, produce better account statements, optimize your inventory, manage clients and more. Alm Desk 3rd Edition Description: Alm Desk 3rd Edition is a very powerful and sophisticated piece of software solution designed to enable you to manage your clients transactions, produce better account statements, optimize your inventory, manage clients and more. Sleek and clean graphical interface The application
doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a really clean and intuitive graphical interface with many nice tools at hand. Alm Desk 3rd Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to manage your clients transactions, produce better account statements, optimize your inventory, manage clients and more. Manage clients transactions All that you need to
do in order to manage your clients transactions is simply to click on graphic images inside the application, they represent the actions you need to perform, for instance to transfer funds, authorize or reject a credit to your own accounts or to manage your own invoices. The operative procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It lets you manage all sort
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Alm Desk 4th Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Sleek and clean graphical interface The application doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a really clean and intuitive graphical interface with many nice tools at hand. Manage
laundry activities All that you need to do in order to manage laundry activities is simply to click on graphic images inside the application, they represent the procedures for items reception and restitution. The operative procedure is intuitive and analogous to that used in manual compilation of receipts. It lets you manage all sort of operations, including those for accepting or returning garments, modify an existing price list and create new entries for clients.
More features and tools It comes with an extensive settings menu that allows you to adjust references for various sections inside the application. You can pick from multiple languages, choose the default printer and working days to return. You can also adjust some preferences for process and fiscal receipts. The application allows you to export laundry events in text mode,.csv format (immediately usable by Microsoft Excel or Sun OpenOffice) or in.hst
(AlmDesk property format). All in all, Alm Desk 4th Edition is a very nice application that allows to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Features: Management of all laundry activities: Acceptance or return of items Modify an existing price list Create new entries Client management Statistics To date, Alm Desk 4th Edition has been released for Windows
9x/NT/ME/2000/2003/XP/Vista. It's a free download. Alm Desk 2nd Edition Alm Desk 2nd Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management, statistics and more. Sleek and clean graphical interface The application doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete before you can actually use it. It sports a
really clean and intuitive graphical interface with many nice tools at hand. Alm Desk 4th Edition Alm Desk 4th Edition is a software solution designed to enable you to manage laundry activities, including items reception and restitution, clients management
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System Requirements For Alm Desk 4th Edition:

Minimum: Operating System: Windows Vista, Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compliant video card with 1 GB of memory and Pixel Shader 2.0 (or better) Recommended: Operating System: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compliant video card with 2 GB of memory and Pixel Shader 3.0 (or better) The World Ahead Update is
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